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T HIs B 0 0 K ATTEMPTs to put forward and interpret a tradi
tion: the personal essay. Though long spoken of as a subcategory of 

the essay, the personal essay has rarely been isolated and studied as such. 
It should certainly be celebrated, because it is one of the most approach
able and diverting types of literature we possess. 

The hallmark of the personal essay is its intimacy. The writer seems to 
be speaking directly into your ear, confiding everything from gossip to 
wisdom. Through sharing thoughts, memories, desires, complaints, and 
whimsies, the personal essayist sets up a relationship with the reader, a 
dialogue-a friendship, if you will, based on identification, understanding, 
testiness, and companionship. 

At the core of the personal essay is the supposition that there is a cer
tain unity to human experience. As Michel de Montaigne, the great inno
vator and patron saint of personal essayists, put it, "Every man has within 
himself the entire human condition." This meant that when he was telling 
about himself, he was talking, to some degree, about all of us. The per-. 
sonal essay has an implicitly democratic bent, in the value it places on ·· 
experience rather than status distinctions. "And on the loftiest throne in 
the world we are still sitting only on our own rump," wrote Montaigne. 

Let us get certain worrisome distinctions out of the way. The traditional 
division in the essay has been between formal and informal essays. Not 
being good at definitions, I will take the easy way out and quote Holman 
and Harmon's A Handbook to Literature. The formal (sometimes called 
impersonal) essay is characterized by "seriousness of purpose, dignity, log
ical organization, length. . . . The technique of the formal essay is now 
practically identical with that of all factual or theoretical prose writing in 
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which literary effect is secondary to serious purpose." The informal essay, 
in contrast, is characterized by "the personal element (self-revelation, indi
vidual tastes and experiences, confidential manner), humor, graceful style, 
rambling structure, unconventionality or novelty of theme, freshness of 
form, freedom from stiffness and affectation, incomplete or tentative treat
ment of topic." 

The personal essay is a subset of the informal essay, or, as A Handbook 
o/ Literature defines it, "a kind of informal essay, with an intimate style, 
some autobiographical content or interest, and an urbane conversational 
manner." To make things more confusing, another subset of the informal 
essay is the familiar essay, which sounds rather like the personal essay: 
"The more personal, intimate type of informal essay. It deals lightly, often 
humorously, with personal experiences, opinions, and prejudices, stressing 
especially the unusual or novel in attitude and having to do with the var
ied aspects of everyday life." I have never seen a strong distinction drawn 
in print between the personal essay and the familiar essay; maybe they are 
identical twins, maybe dose cousins. The difference, if there is any, is one 
of nuance, I suspect. The familiar essay values lightness of touch above all 
else; the personal essay, which need not be light, tends to put the writer's 
"I" or idiosyncratic angle more at center stage. 

The personal essay has an open form and a drive toward candor and 
self-disclosure. Unlike the formal essay, it depends less on airtight reason
ing than on style and personality, what Elizabeth Hardwick called "the 
soloist's personal signature flowing through the text." 

The Conversational Element 

In its preference for a conversational approach, the personal essay shows 
its relationship to the dialogue, an ancient form going back to Plato. Both 
forms acknowledge the duality, or rather multiplicity, of selves that human 
beings harbor. "It is natural to enter into dialogues and disputes with 
others," writes the critic Stuart Hampshire, "because it is natural to enter 
into disputes with oneself. The mind works by contradiction." Personal 
essayists converse with the reader because they are already having dia
logues and disputes with themselves. 

Montaigne may not have been, as he claimed, the first writer to take 
himself as his subject, but he was perhaps the first to talk to himself 
convincingly on the page. Reading him, we seem to be eavesdropping on a 
mind in solitude. He chatters, pen in hand, and keeps putting questions to 
himself when the essay threatens to flag. 

Still, this talky manner is not entirely original. If we go back to Seneca, 
as Montaigne did, we see the same tendency to reproduce the give-and-
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take of conversation. I'm not speaking of Seneca's formal essays, which 
employ the full machinery of classical oratory, but his letters, which come 
much closer to being personal essays in the modern mode. By using the 
device of a letter to a friend, Seneca was able to incorporate conversa
tional throat-clearings, feints, rhetorical questions, and replies, talking past 
his alleged correspondent to the general reader. He will pop in a phrase 
such as "This is all very well, you might say, but isn't it sometimes a lot 
simpler ... ?" Seneca examines his own doubts by placing objections in 
the mouth of the reader. His prose is thorny, abrupt like conversation, and 
it leaves a sort ofdry almond taste from all those chewy aphorisms. 

The personal essay has historically sought to puncture the stiffness of 
formal discourse with language that is casual, everyday, demotic, direct. 
William Hazlitt, one of the giants of the form, took Dr. Johnson to task 
for always using big words and Latinate syntax. Hazlitt defined his own 
ideal, the familiar style, as the following: "To write a genuine familiar or 
truly English style, is to write as any one would speak in common conver
sation who had a thorough command and choice of words, or who could 
discourse with ease, force, and perspicuity, setting aside all pedantic and 
oratorical flourishes." The conversational dynamic-the desire for contact 
-is ingrained in the form, and serves to establish a quick emotional inti
macy with the audience. 

Honesty, Confession, and Privacy 

Let us say that the writer has caught the reader's attention with a frank, 
conversational manner. In effect, a contract between writer and reader has 
been drawn up: the essayist must then make good on it by delivering, or 
discovering, as much honesty as possible. 

The struggle for honesty is central to the ethos of the personal essay. "I 
want to be an honest man and a good writer," James Baldwin put it, in 
that order. Yet the personal essayist often admits that few of us can remain 
honest for long, since humans are incorrigibly self-deceiving, rationalizing 
animals. Ironically, it is this .skepticism that uniquely equips the personal 
essayist for the difficult climb into honesty. So often the "plot" of a per
sonal essay, its drama, its suspense, consists in watching how far the essay
ist can drop past his or her psychic defenses toward deeper levels of hon
esty. One may speak of a vertical dimension in the form: if the essayist can 
delve further underneath, until we feel the topic has been handled as 
honestly, as fairly as possible, then at least one essential condition of a 
successful personal essay has been met. (The others, such as pleasurable 
literary style, formal shapeliness, and intellectual sustenance, still await 
consideration.) If, however, the essayist stays at the same flat level of self-
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disclosure and understanding throughout, the piece may be pleasantly 
smooth, but it will not awaken that shiver of self-recognition-equivalent 
to the frisson in horror films when the monster looks at himself in the 
mirror-which all lovers of the personal essay await as a reward. 

There is a certain strictness,· or even cruelty at times, in the impulse of 
the personal essayist to scrape away illusions. In "On the Pleasure of Hat
ing," Hazlitt describes friends getting together to analyze their mutual 
acquaintances: "We regarded them no more in our experiments than 
'mice in an air-pump:' or like malefactors, they were regularly cut down 
and given over to the dissecting-knife. We spared neither friend nor foe. 
We sacrificed human infirmities at the shrine of truth. The skeletons of 
character might be seen, after the juice was extracted, dangling in the air 
like flies in cobwebs." 

Often the rough handling begins with oneself. "We must remove the 
mask," says Montaigne. For Wendell Berry, in "An Entrance to the 
Woods," the mask is human nature itself, and the wilderness alone can 
help him shed its false lendings: "And so, coming here, what I have done 
is strip away the human facade that usually stands between me and the 
universe." 

The spectacle of baring the naked soul is meant to awaken the sympathy 
of the reader, who is apt to forgive the essayist's self-absorption in return 
for the warmth of his or her candor. Some vulnerability is essential to the 
personal essay. Unproblematically self-assured, self-contained, self-satis
fied types will not make good essayists. There is, of course, such a thing as 
a rhetoric of sincerity, and the skilled essayist can fake a vulnerable tone. 
But if this is done too often, the skilled reader will turn away in disgust. 
"There is one thing the essayist cannot do-he cannot indulge himself in 
deceit or in concealment, for he will be found out in no time," wrote 
E. B. White. . 

The personal essayist must above all be a reliable narrator; we must 
trust his or her core of sincerity. We must also feel secure that the essayist 
has done a fair amount of introspective homework already, is grounded in 
reality, and is trying to give us the maximum understanding and intelli
gence of which he or she is capable. A dunderhead and a psychotic killer . 
may be sincere, but that would not sufficiently recommend them for the 
genre. 

Part of our trust in good personal essayists issues, paradoxically, from 
their exposure of their own betrayals, uncertainties, and self-mistrust. 
Their sincerity issues from an awareness of their potential for insincerity
see Max Beerbohm's telling aside, "But (it seems that I must begin every 
paragraph by questioning the sincerity of what I have just said)"-and it 
gives them a doubled authority. 

In focusing on the honesty of personal essayists, I do not mean to imply 
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that they are relentlessly exposing dark secrets about themselves. We learn 
more about their habits of thought than about the sorts of abuses and 
crimes that spice our afternoon TV talk shows: incest, date-rape, addic
tions. The sins that make these essayists cringe in retrospect usually turn 
out to be an insensitivity that wounded another, a lack of empathy, or the 
callowness of youth. 

Is it a paradox that personal essayists are often excruciatingly frank, yet 
protective of their privacy? Richard Rodriguez, for instance, is a master of 
the confessional tone, yet he tells us that ·his family calls him "Mr. 
Secrets," and he plays a hide-and-seek game of revealing himself. We learn 
very little about the actual circumstances of Max Beerbohm's life from his 
writings. How he managed to make ends meet, with whom he had affairs, 
whether his was a difficult or an easy marriage-these celebrity tidbits 
are never volunteered by the gentlemanly Max. Yet few writers have 
limned so quirky and recognizable a self-portrait. Chronic Beerbohm 
readers come to feel as close to him as if they were behind the wheel of 
a video arcade game, seeing how the world comes at him and recogniz-

. ing the exact moment at which his tenderness is likely to swerve into 
mischief. 

How the world comes at another person, the irritations, jubilations, 
aches and pains, humorous flashes-these are the classic building materi
als of the personal essay. We learn the rhythm by which the essayist re
ceives, digests, and spits out the world, and we learn the shape of his or 
her privacy. "If you wish to preserve your secret," wrote Alexander Smith 
of Montaigne, "wrap it up in frankness." 

The Contractions and Expansions of the Self 

Personal essayists are adept at interrogating their ignorance. Just as often 
as they tell us what they know, they ask at the beginning of an exploration 
of a problem what it is they don't know-and why. They follow the clue 
of their ignorance through the maze. Intrigued with their limitations, both 
physical and mental, they are attracted to cul-de-sac: what one doesn't 
understand, or can't do, is as good a place as any to start investigating the 
borders of the self. So Natalia Ginzburg tells us that she can never remem
ber the names of even the most famous actors; Charles Lamb confides that 
he has no musical ear; Max Beerbohm analyzes his failure to grasp philos
ophy. 

Also common to the genre is a taste for littleness. This includes self
belittlement. In "Of Greatness," Abraham Cowley, after quoting Horace's 
"The gods have done well in making me a humble and small-spirited 
fellow," goes on to say slyly, "I confess I love littleness almost in all things. 
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A little convenient estate, a little cheerful house, a little company, and a 
very little feast; and, if I were to fall in love again (which is a great passion, 
and therefore, I hope, I have done with it), it would be, I think, with 
prettiness, rather than with majestical beauty." 

Natalia Ginzburg's collection of essays is entitled The Little Virtues. We 
see operating here a form of inverse boasting: in exchange for lack of 
stature or power in the world, the personal essayist claims unique access 
to the small, humble things in life. And this taste for the miniature be
comes a strong suit of the form: the ability to turn anything close at hand 
(Charles Lamb's ears, Virginia Woolf's moth, Samuel Johnson's boarding 
house) into a grand meditational adventure. 

Just as the personal essayist is ~ole to make the small loom large, so he 
or she simultaneously contracts a~d expands the self. This is done first by 
finding the borders, limits, defects, and disabilities of the particular hu
man package one owns, then by pointing them out, which implies at least 
a partial surmounting through detachment. The personal essay is the re
verse of that set of Chinese boxes that you keep opening, only to find a 
smaller one within. Here you start with the small-the package of flaws 
and limits-and suddenly find a slightly larger container, insinuated by the 
essay's successful articulation and the writer's self-knowledge. The per
sonal essayist is a Houdini who, having confessed his sins and peccadilloes 
and submitted voluntarily to the reader's censuring handcuffs, suddenly 
slips them off with malicious ease by claiming, I am more than the perpe
trator o/ that shameful act; I am the knower and commentator as well. 

If tragedy is said to ennoble people and comedy to cut people down to 
size, then the personal essay, with its ironic deflations, its insistence on 
human frailty, tilts toward the comic. Montaigne (like his predecessor and 
fellow humanist Erasmus) was at pains to show Homo sapiens as a fickle, 
conceited fool whose vanity needed pulling down. However, by drawing 
attention to so many strands of inconsistency in human behavior, he could 
not help but create the opposite impression: a humanity enlarged by com
plexity. The fulsome confession of limit carries the secret promise of an 
almost infinite opening-out. , 

Personal essayists from Montaigne on have been fascinated with the 
changeableness and plasticity of the materials of human personality. Start
ing with self-description, they have realized they can never render all at 
once the entire complexity of a personality. So they have elected to follow 
an additive strategy, offering incomplete shards, one mask or persona after 
another: the eager, skeptical, amiable, tender, curmudgeonly, antic, som
ber. If "we must remove the mask," it is only to substitute another mask. 
The hope is that in the end, when an essayist's lifework has been accumu
lated, all these personae will add up to a genuine unmasking. 

In the meantime, the personal essayist tries to make his many partial 
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selves dance to the same beat-to unite, through force of voice and style, 
these discordant, fragmentary personae so that the reader can accept them 
as issuing from one coherent self. Sometimes a persona is literally artificial, 
as in Charles Lamb's "Elia," a lightly fictionalized stand-in for himself. 
Lamb comically exploits the supposed differences between his narrator 
and himself while getting away with a fair amount of autobiography. Un
less the essayist forces the issue, the reader is often not aware of the dis
continuities among his personae, so strong is the illusion of cohesive self
hood in the voice of a writer we admire. • 

The harvesting of self-contradiction is an intrinsic part of the personal 
essay form. Often, seeing two samples of an essayist's work allows us to 
grasp this principle of multiple personae in action. The Edward Hoagland 
we meet in "The Courage of Turtles," a gentle naturalist stroking a turtle's 
belly, is both contradicted and extended by Hoagland's confession of 
spanking women in "The Threshold and the Jolt of Pain." If some readers 
are repelled by a writer's behavioral contradictions, this is quite all right, 
because the personal essayist is not ne~essarily out to win the audience's 
unqualified love but to present the complex portrait of a human being. 

This spectacle is offered up in sections, which makes autobiographies 
and personal essays, for all their overlapping aspects, fundamentally differ
ent. A memoirist is entitled to move in a linear direction, accruing extra 
points of psychological or social shading from initial set-ups, like a novel
ist, the deeper he or she moves in the narrative. There is no need to keep 
explaining who the narrator or the narrator's father or mother are at the 
beginning of each chapter. The personal essayist, though, cannot assume 
that the reader will ever have read anything by him or her before, and so 
must reestablish a persona each time and embed it in a context by provid
ing sufficient autobiographical background. This usually means having to 
repeat basic circumstances of his life materials over and over-a wildly 
wasteful procedure, from the standpoint of narrative economy. Far better, 
you would think, for the essayist to get it over with once and for all and 
simply write his life story in a linear fashion. But for one thing, he may, in 
a fit of modesty, feel that his life story is not worth telling in toto, even if a 
portion of it seems to be. And for another, the essay form allows the 
writer to circle around one particular autobiographical piece, squeezing all 
possible meaning out of it, while leaving the greater part of his life story 
available for later milking. It may even be that the personal essayist is 
more temperamentally suited to this circling procedure, diving into the 
volcano of self and extracting a single hot coal to consider and shape, 
either because of laziness or because of an aesthetic impulse to control a 
smaller frame. 
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The Role of Contrariety 

It is often the case that personal essayists intentionally go against the grain 
of popular opinion. They raise the ante, as it were, making it more difficult 
for the reader to identify frictionlessly with the writer. The need to assert a 
quite specific temperament frequently leads the essayist into playing the 
curmudgeon, for there is no quicker way to demonstrate idiosyncracy and 
independence than to stand a platitude on its head (see Dr. Johnson on 
solitude in the country), to show a prickly opposition to what the rest of 
humanity views as patently wholesome (Beerbohm on "Going Out for a 
Walk"), or to find merits in what the community regards as loathsome 
(Hazlitt's "On the Pleasure of Hating"). The touchy sensibility of a Haz
litt, Beerbohm, or Cioran, ever on the alert for an opportunity to bristle, 
makes us follow them with amused suspense: what will they think to ob
ject to next? 

Behind these contrarieties is a fear of staleness and cliche, or, to put the 
matter more positively, a compulsion toward fresh expression. To assert 
that all men are brothers, that prejudice and racism are bad, and that 
nature should not be despoiled may win a writer points in heaven, but it is 
doubtful that these pronouncements will quicken the reader's pulse. The 
novice essayist often errs by taking a strong moralistic stand and running it 
into the ground, with nowhere to go after two paragraphs. Here the per
sonal essayist will open up a new flank, locating a tension between two 
valid, opposing goals, or a partial virtue in some apparent ill, or an ambiv
alence in his own belief-system. I am not saying that an essayist should 
become an immoralist just for the sake of originality, but that he should be 
alert for contradictions that open up new ways of looking at old subjects. 

The enemy of the personal essay is self-righteousness, not just because it 
is tiresome and ugly in itself, but because it slows down the dialectic of 
self-questioning, what Cioran calls "thinking against oneself." Of course, 
personal essayists may write from powerful moral or political conviction, 
so long as they are also willing to render a frank, shaded account .of their 
own feelings. Mary McCarthy, describing in "My Confession" how she 
became a staunch anti-Stalinist, is unafraid to tell the less than noble part 
that vanity, laziness, and stubbornness played in this conversion. George 
Orwell uncovers the proper little fascist in himself as a schoolboy in 
"Such, Such Were the Joys ... ," and elsewhere (The Road to Wigan 
Pier) is honest enough to admit that he sometimes found himself recoiling 
at the smell of the workers he was otherwise so keen to defend. James 
Baldwin's moral passion is all the more credible once we know about 
his struggles with his father and his admissions of irrational rage and 
opportunism. 
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The conscience of the personal essay arises from the author's examina
tion of his or her prejudices. Essayists must be able to pass judgment, or 
else their work will be toothless; but this right should extend from an 
awareness of their own potential culpability, if only through mental temp
tation. The idea is to implicate first oneself and then the reader in a fault 
that seems initially to belong safely elsewhere. The essayist is someone 
who lives with the guilty knowledge that he is "prejudiced" (Mencken 
called his essay collections Prejudices) and has a strong predisposition for 
or against certain everyday phenomena. It then becomes his business to 
attend to these inner signals, these stomach growls, these seemingly in
defensible intuitions, and try to analyze what lies underneath them, the 
better to judge them. As Georg Lukacs wrote, "The essay is a judgment, 
but the essential, the value-determining thing about it is not the verdict (as 
is the case with the system) but the process of judging." 

The Problem of Egotism 

Thoreau justifies his use of "I" on the opening page of Walden: "In most 
books the I, or first person, is omitted; in this it will be retained; that, in 
respect to egotism, is the main difference. We commonly do not remem
ber that it is, after all, always the first person that is speaking." Still, it 
takes a fair amount of ego to discourse on one's private affairs and offer 
judgments about life. This can make the writer, let alone the reader, un
easy. Most people are brought up to think it is impolite to talk much 
about themselves; in academic papers, scholars are discouraged from using 
the first person singular. Surely one of the reasons for the self-deprecating 
air that many personal essayists adopt is to ward off potential charges of 
vanity or self-absorption. 

E. B. White confronted this problem head-on when he wrote: 

I think some people find the essay the last resort of the egoist, a much 
too self-conscious and self-serving form for their taste; they feel that it 
is presumptuous of a writer to assume that his little excursions or his 
small observations will interest the reader. There is some justice in 
their complaint. I have always been aware that I am by nature self
absorbed and egoistical; to write of myself to the extent I have done 
indicates a too great attention to my own life, not enough to the lives 
of others. I have worn many shirts, and not all of them have been a 
good fit. But when I am discouraged or downcast I need only fling 
open the door of my closet, and there, hidden behind everything else, 
hangs the mantle of Michel de Montaigne, smelling slightly of cam
phor. 
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Since White was one of the most self-effacing personal essayists, it is 
interesting that even he was stung with guilt about egotism. His temporary 
solution-wrapping himself in the mantle of Montaigne-is also interest
ing, as though only the personal essay tradition could validate his self
involvement. 

The nineteenth-century English writer Alexander Smith drew some 
helpful distinctions between pleasurable and irritating egotism in essayists: 
"The speaking about oneself is not necessarily offensive. A modest, truth
ful man speaks better about himself than about anything else, and on that 
subject his speech is likely to be most profitable to his hearers. . . . If he 
be without taint of boastfulness, of self-sufficiency, of hungry vanity, the 
world will not press the charge home. If a man discourses continually of 
his wines, his plate, his titled acquaintances, the number and quality of his 
horses, his men-servants and maid-servants, he must discourse very skill
fully indeed if he escapes being called a coxcomb." 

Smith reassures us that "it is this egotism, this perpetual reference to 
self, in which the charm of the essayist resides. If a man is worth knowing 
at all, he is worth knowing well." In a similar vein, Logan Pearsall Smith 
wrote that "the amused observation of one's own self is a veritable gold 
mine whose surface has hardly yet been scratched." While personal essay
ists as a rule share that conviction, all have occasionally had to wrestle 
with what might be called the stench of ego. A person can write about 
himself from angles that are charmed, fond, delightfully nervy; alter the 
lens just a little and he crosses over into gloating, pettiness, defensiveness, 
score settling (which includes self-hate), or whining about his victimiza
tion. The trick is to realize that one is not important, except insofar as 
one's example can serve to elucidate a more widespread human trait and 
make readers feel a little less lonely and freakish. 

Cheek and Irony 

Closely allied to these seesaws of modesty and egotism, universality and 
touchy eccentricity, is the penchant of the personal essayist for outbreaks 
of mischievous impudence. The conversational address to the reader is 
frequently the signal for such cheeky liberties, as though the rebellious, 
clever servant-author were tweaking the nose of the dull-witted master
reader. Cheekiness is a way of keeping readers alert. It cuts through the 
pious and commonplace. 

Such cool impertinence often takes the form of a self-reflexive moment, 
which punctures the argument by drawing attention to the stage machin
ery of essayistic discourse. Montaigne launched this habit by impishly and 
preemptively criticizing his essays ("some excrements of an aged mind"). 
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Beerbohm's "Laughter" begins, "M. Bergson, in his well-known essay on 
the theme, says . . . well, he says many things; but none of these, though 
I have just read them, do I clearly remember, nor am I sure that in the act 
of reading I understand any of them." This is an example of how the 
facetiously self-reflective confession of an inadequacy can have the per
verse effect of cheek. When Walter Benjamin ends "Unpacking My Li
brary" by saying about the true collector, "So I have erected one of his 
dwellings, with books as the building stones, before you, and now he is 
going to disappear· inside, as is only fitting," he is both parodying the 
solemnity of the learned essay and treating the reading audience like chil
dren at a puppet show. 

Part of what gives personal essayists the license to be so cheeky is their 
suspicion that they are not performing in the central ring of the literary 
circus. "The essayist, unlike the novelist, the poet, and the playwright, 
must be content in his self-imposed role of second-class citizen," wrote 
E. B. White. "A writer who has his sights trained on the Nobel Prize or 
other earthly triumphs had best write a novel, a poem, or a play, and leave 
the essayist to ramble about, content with living a free life and enjoying 
the satisfactions of a somewhat undisciplined existence." 

Georg Lukacs, in "On the Nature and Form of the Essay," specifically 
linked the essayist's cheeky humor and the status of the genre. Referring 
to "that humor and that irony which we find in the writings of every truly 
great essayist," he observed that the "essayist dismisses his own proud 
hopes which sometimes lead him to believe that he has come close to the 
ultimate: he has, after all, no more to offer than explanations of the poems 
of others, or at best his own ideas. But he ironically adapts himself to this 
smallness-the eternal smallness of the most profound work of the intel
lect in the face of life-and even emphasizes it with ironic modesty." 

The Idler Figure 

As part of their ironic modesty, personal essayists frequently represent 
themselves as loafers or retirees, inactive and tangential to the market
place. The shiftless marginality of the essayist's persona is underscored by 
the titles of some of the most famous essay series: The Idler, The Rambler 
(Samuel Johnson), The Spectator, The Tatler (Addison and Steele). Perhaps 
by affecting the role of lazy scribblers, essayists make themselves out to be 
harmless, thereby able to poke fun at will. 

Asian literature has a long tradition of the retired scholar-sometimes 
forced into premature exile by falling into political disfavor, like the Chi
nese essayist Ou-yang Hsiu-who uses his leisure to contemplate the 
beauties of nature and the poetic transience of life. The Japanese monk 
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Kenko, having withdrawn from the world for spiritual purposes, wrote a 
book of stream-of-consciousness mini-essays called Essays in Idleness. Sen
eca penned his letters during enforced idleness and exile. Montaigne also 
portrayed himself as a retired country gentleman, given over to his library 
and idle thoughts, when in fact he still carried on important diplomatic 
missions during the religious wars. 

Joseph Addison wrote in his Spectator, "I live in the World rather as a 
Spectator of Mankind, than as one of the species. . . . I have acted in all 
the Parts of my Life as a looker-on, which is the Character I intend to 
preserve in this Paper." The use of the term "Character," a popular eigh
teenth-century literary fom1 which broke mankind down into types, alerts 
us that we are getting from Addison a stylized essayistic persona rather 
than realistic autobiography. Addison's partner, Sir Richard Steele, simi
larly offers us a detached narrator, cheerfully outside the net of economic 
productivity. In "Twenty-four Hours in London," he follows the crowd 
around for a day: "It is an inexpressible Pleasure to know a little of the 
World, and be of no Character or Significancy in it. To be ever uncon
cerned, and ever looking on new Objects with an endless Curiosity, is a 
Delight known only to those who are turned for Speculation: Nay, they 
who enjoy it, must value things only as they are the Objects of Specula
tion, without drawing any worldly Advantage to themselves from them, 
but just as they are what they contribute to their Amusement, or the 
Improvement of the Mind." 

Here the idler begins to defend himself, even to adapt a tone of superi
ority toward the breadwinner. Robert Louis Stevenson, in his essay "An 
Apology for Idlers," advances this line of argument. 

Extreme busyness . . . is a symptom of deficient vitality; and a 
faculty for idleness implies a catholic appetite and a strong sense of 
personal identity. There is a sort of dead-alive, hackneyed people 
about, who are scarcely conscious of living except in the exercise of 
some conventional occupation. Bring these fellows into the country, 
or set them aboard ship, and you will see how they pine for their desk 
or their study. They have no curiosity; they cannot give themselves to 
random provocations; they do not take pleasure in the exercise of 
their faculties for its own sake . . . they cannot he idle, their nature 
is not generous enough; and they pass those hours in a sort of coma, 
which are not dedicated to furious moiling in the gold-mill. 

Substitute "essayist" for "idler" in Stevenson's passage, and you have a 
catalogue of the genre's virtues: curiosity; openness; appetite for pleasure; 
willingness to reflect, to give oneself to "random provocations," nature, 
beauty. All this adds up to the capacity for perception. The essayist is 
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fascinated with perception, which provides a never-ending source o~ spec
ulative material. The art of vision can take place under normal cucum
stances (as in Woolf's "Street Haunting") or be heightened by drugs (B~?
jamin's "Hashish in Marseilles"), hunger (Soyinka's "Why Do I Fast? ~· 
ecstatic nature mysticism (Dillard's "Seeing"), or illness (Lu Hsun s 

"Death"). 
By Stevenson's logic, only t~e idl~ perso? is. able to pract~ce seeing--:-to 

perceive the little, uncommerctal mtracles m hfe. The essaytst h~re ~hg~s 
himself with what· is traditionally considered a female perspective, m tts 
appreciation of sentiment, dailiness, and the domestic. Indeed, the m~e 
personal essayist, quick to label himself an idler, also v?lunteers that he ts 
something less than a virile patriarch. A somewhat cehbate bachelorhood 
seems to hover around the Spectator, Idler, Rambler, and other stylized 
essayistic personae. Lamb describes his first-person surrogate, Elia, with a 
shrewd bit of self-analysis: "He was too much of the boy-man. The toga 
virilis never sate gracefully on his shoulders. The impressions of infancy 
had burnt into him, and he res~nted. the impertinence. of mar;hoo~." Ste
venson, who did marry, was still ch1efly known for hts boys stortes and 
essays like "The Lantern-Bearers," which dwell lovingly on this preadult 
stage of life. Walter Benjamin portrayed himself as a bookworm, a nerd, a 
schlemiel who could never quite grow up and enter the adult world of 

making a living. . . 
I must reiterate, of course, that some of thts self-portraiture has. a ~c-

tional slant. Many personal essayists have enjoyed alternat~ly strl~pmg 
themselves bare and creating a slightly distorted, even shabbter verston of 
themselves, the way the comedian Jack Benny made himself out to be 
much stingier than he was, just for the joke of it. While the personal 
essayist is such a trustworthy witness, at times no one works closer to 
"unreliable narrator" territory. Certain high-pitched tones of Lamb, Haz
litt, Beerbohm, and others stir up unmistakable echoes of Dostoevsky'.s 
Underground Man, Ford Madox Ford's Good Soldier, and other unreh
able narrators. How to account for this paradox? We should recall that 
the novel and the essay rose together and fed off each other as literary 
forms· fiction's "unreliable narrator" may have even derived initially, in 
part, from the mischievous candor and first-person expressiveness un-
leashed in personal essays. 

The Past, the Local, and the Melancholy 

The past is frequently and often lyrically visited b~ personal es~ayists. The 
retrospective glance comes naturally to the ess~y1st: the pa~t ls ~n Alad
din's lamp which he or she never tires of rubbmg. As Hazlitt satd about 
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his friend Lamb, "Mr. Lamb has a distaste to new faces to new books to 
new buildings, to new customs. . . . He evades the pre~ent he mocks ~he 
future. His affections revert to, and settle on, the past, but ;hen, even this 
must have something personal and lccal in it to interest him deeply and 
thoroughly." 

Beerbohm, who took up Lamb's mantle a century later, also showed a 
fastidious, unjournalistic distaste for the topical. "Sir Max Beerbohm 
seems to brin~ with him the aroma of an age that is just past: his writings 
always were like that, an~ they always will be; just not quite up to date," 
wrote Bonamy Dobree, and so, one guesses, enduring." 

Another fine sifter of the past, the contemporary Irish essayist Hubert 
Bu~ler, now in his nineties, remarked in "Beside the Nore," "I have always 
belteved that local history is more important than national history." In 
Butler, the personal essayist's loyalty to the local and near-at-hand are 
~?termixed with an am~teu~ archeologist's search for traces of history. 
The past comes close m dtsconnected fragments and I was thinking of 

t~e days when we were children and had dancing classes with the young 
Ttgh:S at the Noreview Hotel in Thomastown; their mother, with my Aunt 
Ha~net,. used to run a ~hristian Science Reading Room opposite the Cas
tle m Krlkenny, ~wo s~tders ~to whose web no fly ever came." Though 
Butler traveled wtdely, m Russ1a, Egypt, China, and the United States, and 
got swept up in the political events of his time he wrote "I am more 
inclined to apologize for writing about great even;s, which tduched me not 
at all, than for tracing again the tiny snail track which I made myself." 
This "sn~il track" might be the insignia of the personal essay genre. 

T?ere 1s a melancholy tone in much of Butler's work, which also crops 
u~ m Montaigne, Lamb, Hazlitt, Lu Hsun, Gore Vidal, and so on. It 
mtght be call~d "the voice of middle age." If the personal essay frequently 
presents a mtddle-aged point of view, it may be because it is the fruit of 
ripened experience, which naturally brings with it some worldly dis
enchantment, or at least realism. With middle age also comes a taste for 
equilibrium; hence, that stubborn, almost unnerving calm that so often 
?ervades the personal essay. Montaigne exemplified the melancholy, sto
ical balance of middle age ("I have seen the grass, the flower, and the 
fruit; now I see the dryness-happily since it is naturally"), which is, for 
better or worse, the by-product of a developed sense of selfhood. 
. F. Scott Fitz.gerald starts "The Crack-Up" by sounding the quintessen

tial n?te of mtddle-aged experience: "Of course all life is a process of 
breaking down, but the blows that do the dramatic side of the work-the 
big sudden blows that come, or seem to come, from outside-the ones 
you remember and blame things on and, in moments of weakness tell 
your friends about, don't show their effect all at once. There is an~ther 
sort of blow that comes from within-that you don't feel until it's too late 
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to do anything about it, until you realize with finality that in some regard 
you will never be as good a man again." 

While young people excel at lyrical poetry and mathematics, it is hard 
to think of anyone who made a mark on the personal essay form in his or 
her youth. The closest candidates might be James Baldwin and Joan Di
dion, and both adopted precociously world-weary personae while still in 
their twenties. Baldwin had no sooner left his brutal Harlem adolescence 
than he began describing it, with rueful ache and Jamesian distance, like a 
lost kingdom. Didion's elegiac "Goodbye to All That," written at thirty
four, is already saturated with her trademark disenchantment. 

It is difficult to write analytically from the middle of confusion, and 
youth is a confusion in which the self and its desires have not yet sorted 
themselves out. A young person still thinks it is possible-there is time 
enough-to become all things: athlete and aesthete, soldier and pacifist, 
anchorite and debauchee. Later, knowing one's fate and accepting the 
responsibility of that uninnocent knowledge define the perspective of the 
form. The personal essayist looks back at the choices that were made, the 
roads not taken, the limiting familial and historic circumstances, and what 
might be called the catastrophe of personality. In literature, noted Gore 
Vidal, "the true confessors have been aware that not only is life mostly 
failure, but that in one's failure or pettiness or wrongness exists the living 
drama of the self." The wonder is that the personal essay can make this 
bitter awareness appetizing and even amusing to the reader. 

Questions of Form and Style 

The essay is a notoriously flexible and adaptable form. It possesses the 
freedom to move anywhere, in all directions. It acts as if all objects were 
equally near the center and as if "all subjects are linked to each other" 
(Montaigne) by free association. This freedom can be daunting, not only 
for the novice essayist confronting such latitude but for the critic attempt
ing to pin down its formal properties. 

The essay challenges formal analysis by what Walter Pater called its 
"unmethodical method," open to digression and promiscuous meander
ings. Dr. Johnson described the essay as "a loose sally of the mind" and 
"an irregular, undigested piece"-which did not prevent him from under
taking a substantial involvement in the form, suggesting at least a hope 
that it would bring him aesthetic dividends. I take with a grain of salt 
those claims, by slumming lovers of the essay, that it is not really an art 
form, and somehow better off for being what the Spanish philosopher 
Eduardo Nicol called "almost literature and almost philosophy." From my 
perspective, there is no almost about it: good essays are works of literary 
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art. Their supposed formlessness is more a strategy to disarm the reader 
with the appearance of unstudied spontaneity than a reality of composi
tion. 

Formally personal essays have, in one sense, a head start over other 
essay types, being already unified by a strong "I" perspective (either an 
actual first-person narrator or an implied one). Still, there is no guarantee 
that the personal essay will attain a shapeliness or a sense of aesthetic 
inevitability. The well-made short story has a recognizable arc that seems 
built into the genre, whereas even an essay that is "well made" seems to 
follow a more intuitive, groping path. The writer of the poorest sonnet 
is assured that in the end there will be a fourteen-line poem, whereas 
the essayist may be left with nothing more than a set of fragmentary 
notes. 

The essayist attempts to surround a something-a subject, a mood, a 
problematic irritation-by coming at it from all angles, wheeling and div
ing like a hawk, each seemingly digressive spiral actually taking us closer 
to the heart of the matter. In a well-wrought essay, while the search ap
pears to be widening, even losing its way, it is actually eliminating false 
hypotheses, narrowing its emotional target and zeroing in on it. 

The essayist must be a good storyteller. This is a point rarely made, 
perhaps because of the classifying urge to keep the two genres neatly 
fenced off. True, the essayist happily violates the number-one rule of short 
story workshops, "Show, don't tell"; the glory of the essayist is to tell, 
once and for all, everything that he or she thinks, knows, and understands. 
Yet often it happens that a personal essay starts out in a seemingly direc
tionless or at least open manner, with all the time in the world, only to 
hop onto a narrative possibility and let the storytelling momentum take it 
home. Addison and Steele often walk a thin line between the reflective 
essay and the anecdotal vignette, crossing over when it suits them; Haz
litt's "The Fight" and Lamb's "Dream Children: A Reverie" are both 
hybrids of essay and fictional technique; Virginia Woolf's "Street Haunt
ing" follows a single character, the narrator, around for an evening; 
Turgenev organizes "The Execution of Tropmann" around his reactions to 
a single dramatic event; Orwell's "Such, Such Were the Joys . . ." per
forms in many ways like an autobiographical novella; Baldwin's personal 
essays push at the frontier between fiction and reportage. All good essay
ists make use at times of storytelling devices: descriptions of character and 
place, incident, dialogue, conflict. They needn't narrate some actual event 
to produce a narrative. Even a "pure" meditation, the track of one's 
thoughts, has to be shaped, given a kind of plot or urgency, if it is to 
COllllllUI1icate. 

About Hazlitt's style, Ronald Blythe wrote, "Each essay shows the 
build-up of numerous small climaxes, such as are sometimes employed in 
the novel. Excitement and expectation mount." Hazlitt, trained in philos-
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ophy, tended to stay closer to a line of argument than other personal 
essayists do. But even when writers have deliberately shied aw~y fro~ 
developing a single thesis or line of attack, usually we can locate m thetr 
essays a buried argument. The stated subject or title of a piece may be 
only its pretext. Montaigne's "Of Coaches" works its way round from 
modes of conveyance to a ringing denunciation of European settlers' treat
ment of Indians in the New World. E. B. White's "The Ring of Time" 
begins as a description of a small circus and veers off into a commentary 
on racial integration. White would probably have been embarrassed to 
preach integration·head-on, but he was less' hesitant to back into it casu
ally. 

Many times the personal essayist will start to explore a subject, then set 
up a countertheme, and eventually braid the two. Sara Suleri's "Meatless 
Days," for instance, begins as an almost facetious treatment of certain 
organ meats, but along the way this theme is thickened with family his
tory, cultural conflicts, gender, and grief. The personal essayist is like a 
cook who learns through trial and error just when to add another spice or 
countertaste to the stew. 

Here the art of elaboration enters in.· Much of what characterizes true 
essayists is the ability to draw out a point through example, list, simile, 
small variation, hyperbolic exaggeration, whatever. The great essayists 
have all had this gusto in fleshing out an idea, which becomes not a chore 
but an opportunity. An example is the opening of Charles Lamb's essay 
"A Chapter on Ears." 

I have no ear.-
Mistake me not, reader-nor imagine that I am by nature destitute 

of those exterior twin appendages, hanging ornaments, and (architec
turally speaking) handsome volutes to the human capital. Better my 
mother had never borne me.-1 am, I think, rather delicately than 
copiously provided with those conduits; and I feel no disposition to 
envy the mule for his plenty, or the mole for her exactness, in those 
ingenious labyrinthine inlets-those indispensable side-intelligencers. 

Neither have I incurred, or done anything to incur, with Defoe, 
that hideous disfigurement, which constrained him to draw upon as
surance-to feel "quite unabashed," and at ease upon that article. I 
was never, I thank my stars, in the pillory; nor, if I read them aright, is 
it within the compass of my destiny, that I ever should be. 

When therefore I say that I have no ear, you will understand me to 
mean-/or music. 

By this time, the reader will want either to strangle the author or, if he 
has a taste for Lamb, to laugh. The mock-solemnity with which this slen
der idea is elaborated, the piling-up of mules and architecture, inlets and 
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punitive instruments and "side-intelligencers," always makes me smile. 
Part of the humor rests in the peculiar dictional spin Lamb puts on words. 
Today's readers may miss this joke, but his contemporaries knew how 
absurdly dusty his vocabulary was, even for the early nineteenth century. 
A runaway antiquarianism is one of Lamb's standard comic techniques. 
Another is the pretend fussy sense of dignity ("rather delicately than copi
ously provided"). The elegant care with which Lamb's sentences are writ
ten, the humor in his wry linguistic touches, make him a writer to savor. 

Another technique of the personal essay that serves both structural and 
comic fu'nctions is the digression. The chief role of the digression is to 
amass all the dimensions of understanding that the essayist can accumulate 
by bringing in as many contexts as a problem or insight can sustain 
without overburdening it. The digression must wander off the point only 
to fulfill it. A kind of elaboration, it scoops up subordinate themes in 
passing. Some of the essayist's comic irony derives from a self-conscious
ness about digression, the joke being, as in Tristram Shandy, that the 
writer cannot stay on the point but must garrulously blab about 
everything. 

Another formal technique employed by the personal essayist is the 
movement from individual to universal. The concrete details of personal 
experience earn the generalization (often an aphorism), and the general
ization sends the author back for more particulars. Sometimes this spiral is 
aided by a modulation in pronouns: "I," "one," "we," and "you." The 
jump from "I" to "we" or "you" can seem presumptuous if taken too 
quickly (as the joke goes, "What do you mean 'we,' masked man?"). It 
requires preparation and timing; personal essayists must always watch 
their pronouns carefully. 

William Hazlitt, for all his brusque lack of diplomacy, was a master of 
this pronominal tact. At the beginning of "On Going a Journey," 'he es
tablishes a highly individuated first-person voice, proudly refusing to sue 
for reader empathy: "One of the pleasantest things in the world is going a 
journey; but I like to go by myself. I can enjoy society in a room; but out 
of doors, nature is company enough for me." In each of these sentences, 
Hazlitt's jaunty rhythms suggest a hiker swinging his arms, entirely self
sufficient: the first clause invites us in, the semicolon stops us, the second 
clause pushes us away. The author is celebrating his solitude: the rest of 
us, stay out. Yet midway down the first page, he is already declaring, "The 
soul of a journey is liberty, perfect liberty, to think, feel, do, just as one 
pleases. We go a journey chiefly to be free of all impediments and of all 
inconveniences; to leave ourselves behind, much more to get rid of others. 
It is because I want a little breathing-space ... " and so on. In four 
sentences he has moved from the eccentric "I" to the mildly generalizing 
"one," which forms a tactical bridge to the "we" of aphorism and sweep
ing pronouncement; then back to "I" for more evidence-gathering based 
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on personal experience. "You" comes in a few sentences later, at first as 
the actual reader who is being addressed ("if I were to explain to you"), 
then as a substitute for "I," which furthers the symbiosis between author 

and audience. 

Quotation and the Uses of Learning 

In the midst of Hazlitt's rhetorical amble (an essay is a kind of walkabout, 
which may explain why so many are written about walking), the a~thor 
throws in a few scraps of poetry, unattributed. Why these quotations? 
Possibly to elevate the tone a few notches.; possibly ~o poke f~n .at his o:vn 
earnestness. But it raises the larger questlon, what 1s the styhsuc funcuon 
of quotation in the personal essay? . , 

One obvious answer would seem to be to lend authonty to the author s 
argument. Montaigne was a compulsive sprin~er of citations,, and. he 
cheerfully claimed he was doing it to get a free nde on other men s brams. 
In "Of Books," he talked about this quoting habit: "For I make others say 
what I cannot say so well, now through the weakness of my language, now 
through the weakness of my understanding. . . . I have sometimes delib
erately not indicated the author, in order to hold in check the temerity of 
those hasty condemnations that are tossed at all sorts of writings: . . : I 
want them to give Plutarch a fillip on my nose and get burned msulung 
Seneca in me. I have to hide my weakness under these great authorities." 

Montaigne made such a mosaic of his and others' words that quotations 
became a kind of baroque tilework overlaying his Essais, without compro
mising his originality. If anything, modern readers may feel that he is 
cutting his forebears down to size, since his own voice is so much more 
robust than these peeps from the ancients, which we tend to skip. 
Montaigne, being a Renaissance humanist, rev~reritial toward the classic~l 
authors (who themselves used frequent quotauon), would not have seen lt 
this way. We must remember that the Renaissance essay partly grew ?ut of . 
the custom of keeping "commonplace books," which were filled wlth fa
vorite quotations. In England, Burton's The Anatomy of Melancholy, a 
learned catch-all encrusted with citations and meditations, became a kind 
of mother-text inspiring the essay form. 

The pleasure of knowing that we are in cultivated hands, attending to a 
well-stocked, liberally educated mind, is a central attraction of the per
sonal essay. Such learning was easier to demonstrate when there was a 
commonly recognized body of quotable culture among the educated class. 
In the Renaissance, this common culture consisted largely of the ancients 
and the Bible; in nineteenth-century England, of the Elizabethan drama
tists and great British poets. 

Today, a writer's cultivation might be signaled less by quotation (what is 
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a modern essayist to quote, without sounding pompous?) than by syntax. 
A complex, pretzel-shaped sentence by M. F. K. Fisher, Gore Vidal, or 
Mary McCarthy shows that the writer is still hearing whispers of Latin and 
has had an old-fashioned "good education." Indeed, now that the dic
tional distinction between the formal and the informal essay has been 
somewhat eroded, we are as likely to encounter a slighdy mannered ba
roque,. "dr~ssed-up" language in contemporary personal essayists' (see 
Baldwtn, Vtdal, McCarthy) as in their formal counterparts. 

N~ver~?eles~, the pe~sonal ~ssay has a!ways striven for the ideal of "light 
learmn~, whtch graciOusly mforms wtthout humiliating or playing the 
pedantic schoolmaster. It has always distanced itself from the scholarly 
treatise. "The essay," wrote Bonamy Dobree, " ... claimed to put aside 
all pedantry, all learning crammed out of books, and merely gave you the 
reasonable decent man talking to you or me or anyone else of what he 
thought about life: or rather, the man was talking to himself and allowing 
anyone who cared to do so to overhear him." All personal essays are 
addressed to what Virginia Woolf called "the common reader," that 
happy, somewhat fuzzy figure who may or may not exist but who has been 
solicited and invited to partake. 

The Personal Essay as Mode of 
Thinking and Being 

The essay form as a whole has long been associated with an experimental 
method. This idea goes back to Montaigne and his endlessly suggestive 
use of the term essai for his writings. To essay is to attempt, to test, to 
make a run at something without knowing whether you are going to suc
ceed. The experimental association also derives from the other fountain
head of the essay, Francis Bacon, and his stress on the empirical inductive 
method, so useful to the development of the physical sciences. 

There is something heroic in the essayist's gesture of striking out toward 
the unknown, not only without a map but without certainty that there is 
anything worthy to be found. One would like to think that the personal 
essay represents a kind of basic research on the self, in ways that are allied 
with science and philosophy. Montaigne called himself a new type an 
"accidental philosopher," expressing the mocking hope that his 'im
promptu approach-seemingly the opposite to that of traditional philoso
phers, with their patient construction of logical systems-might almost by 
~hance add up to a philosophy. In the end he got his wish; it would not be 
mappropriate to teach Montaigne in a moral philosophy course. But what 
of other personal essayists, and the essay form in general? 

The modern German philosopher Theodor Adorno saw rich, subversive 
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possibilities in precisely the "anti-systematic" properties of the essay. In 
our century, when the grand philosophical systems seem to have collapsed 
under their own weight and authoritarian taint, the light-footed, free
wheeling essay suddenly steps forward as an attractive way to open up 
philosophical discourse. As Adorno put it, "Luck and play are ':hat are 
essential to the essay. It does not begin with Adam and Eve but wtth what 
it wants to discuss; it says what is at issue and stops where it feels itself 
complete-not where nothing is left to say. . . . The essay does not st~ive 
for closed, deductive or inductive construction. It revolts above all agamst 
the doctrine-deeply rooted since Plato-that the changing and ephem
eral is unworthy of philosophy, against the ancient injustice toward the 
transitory." . 

Adorno's approving statement that "the essay shies away from the vio
lence of dogma" echoes Robert Louis Stevenson's about the idler (read: 
essayist): "He will not be heard among the dogmatists. He will have a 
great and cool allowance for all sorts of people and opinions. If he fu:ds 
no out-of-the-way truths, he will identify himself with no very burnmg 
falsehood." When Beerbohm apologizes in "Laughter" for never being 
able to retain abstract philosophy, he is also inversely speaking out for 
another way of thinking, taking sides in what R. Lane Kauffmann calls 
"the . historical conflict between fragmentary and totalizing modes of 
thought-between essay and system." . . . 

Recent essayists, such as Roland Barthes, Joan Dtdton, and Richard 
Rodriguez, have made a virtue of fragmentation, offering it as a mirror to 
the unconnectable, archipelago-like nature of modern life. "The usual re
proach against the essay," wrote Adorno, "that it is fragmentary and ra~
dom, itself assumes the givenness of totality and . . . suggests that man ts 
in control of totality. But the desire of the essay is not to seek and filter the 
eternal out of the transitory; it wants, rather, to make the transitory eter-

al " n . 
Roland Barthes said toward the end of his life that he had produced 

"only essays, an ambiguous genre in which analysis vies with writin~." The 
rueful tone of this statement should not distract us from its pnde. In 
Europe, the essay has provided those with philosophic minds, such as 
Barthes, Benjamin, Adorno, Cioran, Simone Weil, and Jurgen Habermas, 
the chance to be writers as well. 

The unashamed subjectivity of the personal essay makes it less suspect 
in a mental climate in which people have learned to mistrust the "value
free objective" claims of scholarship and science. Another intriguing fea
tur: of the form for contemporary theorists and advocates of "process" 
writing is that it seems to lay bare its process as it goes along. I say 
"seems" because there is still a good deal of selection and art in this 
appearance of spontaneous process. Still, as Alexander Smith noted, "The 
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essayist gives you his thoughts, and lets you know in addition h h 
bth "Thish. ' ,owe 

came. ~ em. ononng of the thought as it pops up lends a water-
colonst s freshness to the form. 

Naturall~, ~ssayists who honor the flow of their thoughts may often end 
up. c~ntradt.cttng themselves. But what would be a flaw in the systems
b~ddtng phil~sopher may be an essential step for the essayist. As F. Scott 
Fttzgerald sat~, par.aphras~g Keats' idea of negative capability, "The test 
of. a first-rate mte~gence ts t~e ability to hold two opposed ideas in the 
mmd .at the same ttme, and still retain the ability to function." The essay's 
cap~ctty for processing doubt is part of what makes it so stimulating and 
tome. 

Th.is toleran~e for contradiction also puts an added pressure on the 
~s~aytst, according to .Adorno: "The slightly yielding quality of the essay-
1St s thought forces hun to greater intensity than discursive thought can 
offer; fo: the essay, unlike discursive thought, does not proceed blindly, 
auton:aucally; but at. ~very moment it must reflect on itself." Here, 0. B. 
Hardison, Jr. s definitiOn of the ess~y seems particularly apt: "The essay is 
the ~actment of a process by whtch the soul realizes itself even as it is 
passmg from day to day and from moment to moment." 

The self-consciousness and self-reflection that essay writing demands 
cannot. help but have an influence on the personal essayist's life. 
Montatgne confessed at ~ne point that "in modelling this figure upon 
myself, I have had to fash10n and compose myself so often to bring my If 
ou~, t?at the model itself has to some extent grown firm and taken sha;e. 
Pamttng myself for others, I have painted my inward self with colors 
clearer than my original ones. I have no more made my book than my 
boo~ has made me." Thus the writing of personal essays not only 
monitors the self but helps it gel. The essay is an enactment of the creation 
of the self. 

"I w.rite what I pleas~,'' stated George Orwell. Whether entirely true or 
not, thts represents the tdeal mental condition of the personal essayist the 
sam_e one ~nundated by Hazlitt when he wrote, "No one has said to' me, 
Belzeve thzs, do that, say what we would have you; no one has come be
~ween me and my free-will; I have breathed the very air of truth and 
mdependence." 

~n the final analysis, the pers~nal e~say represents a mode of being. It 
pomts a way _for the self to functton w1th relative freedom in an uncertain 
world. Skept~cal ye~ gyro~copically poised, undeceived but finally tolerant 
~f fla_ws a?d mco?ststenctes, this mode of being suits the modem existen
tial sttu~tton, whtch Montaigne first diagnosed. His recognition that hu
man. bemgs were surrounded by darkness, with nothing particularly solid 
to chng to, led to a philosophical acceptance that one had to make oneself 
up from moment to moment. 
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Still, we must not make eXcessive claims. The essay is not, for the most 
part, philosophy; nor is it yet science. How seriously ought we to take its 
claims of being experimental? It lacks the rigor of a laboratory experi
ment; it does not hold on to its hypotheses long enough to prove them. 
But it is what it is: a mode of inquiry, another way of getting at the truth. 

As one pedagogic champion of the personal essay, William Zeiger, 
put it, 

The practice of experimenting, or trying S!_)mething out, is expressed 
in the now uncommon sense of the verb to prove-the sense of "test
ing" rather than of "demonstrating validity." Montaigne "proved" his 
ideas in that he tried them out in his essays. He spun out their impli
cations, sampled their suggestions. He did not argue or try to per
suade. He had no investment in winning over his audience to his 
opinion; accordingly, he had no fear of being refuted. On the con
trary, he expected that some of the ideas he expressed would change, 
as they did in later essays. Refutation represented not a personal de
feat but an advance toward truth a~ valuable as confirmation. To 
"prove" an idea, for Montaigne, was to examine it in order to find out 
how true it was. 

The Rationale and Arrangement of This Book 

This volume is divided into five sections, which attempt to uncover the 
tradition of the personal essay. One reason to consider it a tradition is that 
its practitioners were often so aware of and quick to comment on one 
another's work. Montaigne writes about Seneca and Plutarch, Cowley and 
Hazlitt about Montaigne, Stevenson and Woolf about Hazlitt, Kenko 
about Shonagon, and so on. It is as though a like-minded tribe of writers 
sought each other out over the centuries, clinging to the seashell sound of 
intimacy, candor, and irony that corroborated their own voices. 

As part of this conversation with their ancestors, the new practitioners 
made their own attempts at themes favored in the personal essay tradition: 
friendship, solitude, attachment to the past, childhood; talk, social man· 
ners,. and the folly of fashion; city versus country life, walking, idleness, 
travel, hobbies; collecting, public spectacles, and entertainments; books, 
the vocation of writing, food, appetites, interior decor; illness, mortality. 
The list is short on war, apocalypse, zeal, the grotesque. Even in periods of 
extreme upheaval, the personal essayist tends to cling to the familiar and 
domestic, the emotional middle of the road-not necessarily because he or 
she is lucky enough to have been spared tragedy, but perhaps the oppo
site. Charles Lamb saw his sister stab their mother to death and never 
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wrote an essay abo~t this ~r ~ny other violence, showing a marked prefer
ence for calmer subjects. S1milarly, M. F. K. Fisher refrained from writing 
about the suicides of her brother and husband, because she could not see 
a way to transmute them into her kind of literature. 

The customary way to view the personal essay tradition holds that its 
main spine extends from Montaigne to the English essayists, with conti
nental and American extensions. True enough. But I have wanted to ex
pand the picture by showing how this literary impulse might pop up any
where on the globe, and what permutations it might take in different 
cultures. 

For the first section of this book, I was determined to include some
~h~g.from the_ classical Greco-Roman world, especially as Montaigne kept 
mststmg on his literary debt to the ancients. We know there existed a 
who~e tradition of prose meditations, orations, moralia, epistles among 
dasstcal writers, which might, in hindsight, fit under the rubric of the 
personal essay. Some commentators, like Lukacs, go further and declare 
Plato the first _and_ greatest essayist. Although I think it is stretching things 
to call Platomc dialogues essays, dearly these two circuitous forms have 
certain overlaps, as noted, and in the Platonic version of the present an
t~ology (one without siz~ restrictions), I might be very tempted to put in a 
dtalogue by Plato or Ctcero, Leopardi or Wilde, just to watch the two 
forms play off each other. Finally I came down to selecting Seneca and 
Plutarch, both because Montaigne singled them out as his favorites and 
because I liked them best. 

. I wa_s aw~re that Japan had a vital tradition of "I'' writing that empha
Sized smcenty, candor, and "follow the brush" spontaneity, going back to 
the tenth-century notebooks of Sei Shonagon, the empress's lady-in-wait
ing. But these writings often took the form of journals and letters rather 
than fully articulated personal essays. In the end, too charmed by 
Shonagon and Kenko to leave them out, I rationalized that their selections 
represent the sort of bedrock out of which the personal essay grows: 
S~ona~on with he~ t:mperamental, singular voice and list-making; Kenko 
wtth hts free-assoctatmg, fragmented mini-essays. 

As for China, preliminary researches suggest a strong tradition of per
sonal essays, going back at least to the Tang dynasty. Essay writing was 
part of the examination process for officials as well as a favored form of 
the literati. Of the thousands that were written, however, so few have been 
translated, and of those, so few have been translated readably enough to 
pass along, that I have been hamstrung in my efforts to present more than 
the merest taste of this tradition. The modern essayist Lu Hsun, whom I 
have included in a later section, will perhaps round out the Chinese essay 
picture a little. 

Section two, devoted to Montaigne, brings us back to the main tradition 
of the personal essay as it has customarily been interpreted. No explana-
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tions need be made for spotlighting this author in an essay anthology: he is 
the giant, the mountain of the form. I should warn, how:ver, that he can 
be difficult for readers approaching him for the first tlme. One keeps 
looking for a connecting argument, a through-~e, wh~re ~here may not 
be any. Finally one just has to surrender to Mont~gne, di~e ~to th: ocean 
of his thoughts and bob around in that undulatmg, fascmatmg mmd for 
the sheer line-by-line reward of it. . 

Section three focuses on the English personal essay. It was the Enghsh, 
rather than Montaigne~s own countrymen, wQ.o took up his challenge and 
extended, refined, and cultivated the essay. This may have somethin? to 
do with the English tolerance for eccentricity, or with the overall predilec
tion of English writers for comic irony. The critic John Bayley has added a 
further speculation about the essay's popularity in England: "Could it be 
that the national propensity to reserve and reticence-the more or less 
stiff upper lip-found a way of releasing itself in_ a ~onfiding stream of 
well-turned but unpretending chatter, mental gosstp? 

England also spawned the other great tributary of the essay form, the 
formal or Baconian essay. Francis Bacon and his followers had a m?re 
impersonal, magisterial, law-giving, and didactic mann~r than the _sk.ept~cal 
Montaigne. But they should not be viewed as opposites; the dtstmctton 
between formal and informal essay can be overdone, and most great essay
ists have crossed the line frequently. The difference is one of degree. Haz
litt was essentially a personal essayist, though he wrote theater and art 
criticism· Matthew Arnold and John Ruskin were essentially formal essay
ists, tho~gh they may have tried a personal essa~ ~nc~ in a while. Personal
ity creeps into the most impersonal of writers: 1t ts. difficult to re~d Baco~ 
on friendship or having children, for instance, wtthout suspectmg he ts 
talking about autobiographical matters. Dr. Johnson was probably.m~r~ a 
moral essayist than a personal one, though his work has such a~ m~tvtd
ual, idiosyncratic stamp that I have persuaded myself to place h1m m the 
personal camp. George Orwell seems split fifty-fifty, an essay herma~~ro
dite who always kept one eye on the subjective and one on the poli~cal. 

The rise of the English personal essay in the eighteenth and early nme
teenth centuries was directly connected to the growth of newspapers and·, 
magazines, which provided the essayist with an audien~e and a limite~ 
income. The influence of periodicals on the genre had mtxed results, as It 
continues to do. The need to say everything in a limited space for a gen
eral audience reined in the form; no English periodical essayist could pur
sue the open, stream-of-consciousness manner of ~ontaigne's late writ
ings. But if periodicals clipped the personal essay's wmgs, they also helped 
shape, sharpen, and relax the form. J. B. Priestley has remarked: 

When a man is writing regularly for one set of readers (and nearly 
all the essayists were regular contributors to the Press, appearing in 
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the same periodical at regular intervals), he tends to lose a certain 
stiffness, formality, self-consciousness, that would inevitably make its 
appearance if he were writing a whole book alone. He comes to feel 
that he is among friends and can afford as it were to let himself go, 
and the secret of writing a good essay is to let oneself go. . . . It also 
encourages him to focus his attention upon passing little things that 
he might have disdained were he not writing for the next week's pa
per. He is a snapper-up of unconsidered trifles, and it is his pleasure 
and privilege to glimpse the significance of such trifles, so that for a 
second we see them, surprisingly against the background of the Eter
nities. 

Addison and Steele were perhaps the first to be star newspaper essay
ists. They did so in part by shrewdly focusing on manners and mores for 
their middle-class readers, who wanted to imitate the aristocracy. Delight
ful dollops of social satire and topicality were imported into the personal 
essay under Addison and Steele's tutelage, while a certain amount of inti
macy was lost. Steele achieves it in "An Hour or Two Sacred to Sorrow " 
but it is rare for him, and rarer still for his blithe, dulcet-toned partn:r, 
Addison. 

By the early nineteenth century, the pendulum had swung back toward 
vulnerability, with Hazlitt and Lamb. "Man was getting tired of consider
ing himself as a social creature only, and was trying to rediscover himself 
as an individual, whose interest for others," wrote Bonamy Dobree, "as 
well as for himself, lay precisely in his being different from other people." 
Lamb and Hazlitt brought the idiosyncratic personal essay to such a 
zenith of development that for a good while after them it had nowhere to 
go but down. The Victorian era saw a turn toward the formal essay, the 
so-called essay of ideas written by Carlyle, Ruskin, Arnold, Macaulay, 
Pater. Between Lamb and Beerbohm there was scarcely an English per
sonal essay, with the exception of those by Robert Louis Stevenson and 
Thomas De Quincey. But Beerbohm seemed a happy reincarnation of the 
personal essayists of old. Then came Virginia Woolf, who slowly worked 
her way into the form, starting with unsigned book reviews and ending up 
with magnificent book-length personal essays (A Room of One's Own, A 
Sketch of the Past). George Orwell established a ruggedly trustworthy, 
straight-talking voice which became one of the most influential styles of 
the century. 

Section four offers some examples of shapes that the personal essay has 
taken in other cultures around the world. In "The Execution of 
Tropmann," Ivan Turgenev examines his uneasy reactions to a public 
event in a blend of reportage, political persuasion, and personal essay. 
Walter Benjamin, E. M. Cioran, and Roland Barthes, as noted, give the 
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personal essay a more philo~ophical, abstract twist. Hugh Butler and Na
talia Ginzburg, chroniclers of parish and domicile, write from a very 
rooted local perspective. By contrast, Carlos Fuentes' cosmopolitan per
sona is' that of a citizen of the world. "How I Started to Write" is Fuentes' 
version of a classical personal essay theme, finding one's literary vocation. 
The drama of the self-created personality may also be glimpsed in Wole 
Soyinka's and Sara Suleri's pieces, which bring us variants from Africa and 
the Muslim subcontinent. J unichiro Tanizaki masterfully gives the per
sonal essay a J apanesc;: twist, via the linked-&aiku logic of his transitions 
from topic to topic, which peel away the shadows of the Japanese house to 
find rich speculations about aesthetics, sexuality, and ethnicity: 

The anthology's fifth and last section is devoted to the Amencan scene. 
While somewhat pale imitators of the English periodical essayists existed 
from early on on this side of the Atlantic, the first unmistakably Ame~i~an 
notes in essay writing were struck by Emerson and Thoreau. By wrltmg 
personal meditations about nature and the land, Thoreau also founded 
what has become a thriving, prototypically American subgenre of the es
say: nature and ecological writing, represented here by Wendell Berry, 
Edward Hoagland, and Annie Dillard. 

Another fertile training ground for the American personal essay was 
humor writing. Robert Benchley, James Thurber, Dorothy Parker, H. L. 
Mencken, Heywood Hale Broun, and Franklin P. Adams were all part of a 
dazzling constellation of popular columnists and humoristic commentators 
who held sway in the twenties and thirties. A more harrowingly confes
sional note, left over from those Jazz Age days, was introduced by F. Scott 
Fitzgerald in The Crack-Up. In the forties, E. B. White, A. J. Liebling, and 
Joseph Mitchell perfected the clean, lucid, gentlemanly essay manner that 
became the New Yorker's house style. 

Meanwhile, in magazines such as Partisan Review and Commentary, a 
more combative, energetic, pushy style of essay writing was coming to the 
fore. The postwar era saw the ascent of the essayist as public intellectual, 
invited to take stands on just about everything from politics to culture to 
the personal life. In retrospect, the oft-abused fifties now look like a 
golden age of American essay prose, with such writers as Mary McCarthy, · _ 
Edmund Wilson, Lionel Trilling, Harold Rosenberg, Robert Warshow, Ir
ving Howe, Elizabeth Hardwick, Alfred Kazin, Leslie Fiedler, James Bald
win, Seymour Krim, and Gore Vidal. Since then, fewer essayists have had 
the confidence or the nerve to offer themselves as all-purpose, generalist 
commentators. Some would attribute this to an erosion of the public, civic 
sphere. Others would point to the greater faith the public now places in 
experts-which may indeed account for the proliferation of essay collec
tions by physicists, surgeons, biologists, animal trainers, and literary theo
rists. 
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When we come to the present moment, the picture gets cloudier. There 
is a great deal of disagreement over the status and fortunes of the Ameri
can personal essay at present. Doomsayers see a long, whimpering decline 
since the early nineteenth century, with little chance for recovery. Opti
mists have boldly declared that this is "the age of the essay," though they 
use the term in its broadest application, to include virtually all unspecial
ized nonfiction, from the celebrity profile to the self-help book. What, 
then, is the essay's place in the literature of today? 

On the one hand, the personal essay, with its predilection for equanim
ity and common sense, its unrepentant humanism and assertion of a cohe
sive self, has never been quite comfortable in a modernist aesthetic. (In
deed, the very assumption of the universality of experience would now be 
challenged by some literary theorists as a colonizing tactic to mute the 
differences between disenfranchised groups and the dominant culture.) 

An added problem is that the nature of reading has changed. George 
Steiner has written about the decline in silence and in the unhurried, 
memorizing, ceremonial rites of reading. Those who speed-read for gen
eral argument may be frustrated by the personal essay, which is neither a 
legal brief nor an editorial. It "depends on pleasures experienced by a 
meditative mind free to meander leisurely in quiet moments," wrote Alex
ander J. Butrim, which may conflict with "the general inclination in mod
ern popular culture for immediate satisfaction and instant entertainment." 

On the other hand, the personal essay's suitability for experimental 
method and self-reflective process, its tolerance for the fragmentary and 
irresolution, make it uniquely appropriate to the present era, whether we 
want to label it late modernist or postmodernist. My own sense is that we 
are going through a cautious revival of the genre. Each year, more and 
more publishers are willing to bring out essay collections (albeit often 
disguised as single-theme meditations). 

The revival is fueled partly by the appetites of periodicals for opinion 
and a lively point of view, and partly by an American preference for 
"facts" and a temporary mistrust of fictional "fabrication." The public, 
weaned on Oprah, seems uniquely sympathetic to the sound of authentic 
witnessing and hard-won experience. There is a new breed of travel essay
ists who specialize in misadventure, and a whole new generation of per
sonal journalists who have carried forth the banner of the New Journal
ism. Certainly many journalistic pieces lack the specific gravity of true 
personal essays, just as much that is supposedly personal in today's essays 
has an undigested, shorthand quality; but for the moment, all this essayis
tic proliferation and diversity represents an opportunity. 

Another opportunity comes from the growing awareness that the 
United States is a pluralistic, multicultural society, that this is our future as 
a society, and that we need to listen carefully to the intellectual voices of 
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minorities and immigrants (~uch as Gayle Pemberton and Richard Rodri
guez). The personal essay turns out to be one of the most useful instru
ments with which outsiders can reach the dominant culture quickly and 
forcefully and testify to the precise ambiguities of their situation as indi
viduals and group members. It can also be, as Adrienne Rich's essay 
shows, a vehicle to analyze how often we are "split at the root" when it 
comes to our chosen and inherited identities. 

Principles of Sel'ection 

Obviously, in a one-volume anthology, even one so hefty as this, it would 
be impossible to do justice to all literary cultures and all centuries. That 
being the case, the reader would prefer, I assume, a strongly individual 
editorial viewpoint, and that is what I have attempted to provide. My first 
criterion has been to choose essays that I fell in love with or that I could 
not seem to shake off. It always comes down in the end to personal taste, 
and I confess that mine is for the ironic over the solemn, the crusty over 
the sugary. Also, since I am myself a personal essayist, my taste is more 
that of a practitioner than of a literary scholar. 

My second rule of thumb has been to stress the personal note. Though 
it nearly killed me to leave out Bacon and Emerson, I decided in the end 
that they were not really personal essayists but great formal essayists 
whose minds moved inexorably toward the expression of impersonal wis
dom and authority, regardless of flickering references to an "I." For the 
same reason, I have had to omit, with a pang, many literary essayists 
whose work I deeply admire, such as Edmund Wilson, Lionel Trilling, 
Susan Sontag, and Elizabeth Hardwick. 

Because of my interest in the personal essay as a self-contained art form, 
I have also suppressed the impulse to lift chapters from favorite autobiog
raphies, such as Saint Augustine's Confessions, De Quincey's Confessions 
of an Opium Eater or Autobiographia Literaria, Nabokov's Speak, Memory, 
Updike's Self-Consciousness, Nadezhda Mandelstam's Hope Against Hope, 
and palm them off as individual essays. Even if they could have stood on. 
their own, I did not want to muddy the waters with borrowings from 
another, more dominant genre. 

Because I have wanted to show how different essayists have tried to 
solve the problem of structure in an amoebic form, I have also opted for 
whole pieces rather than excerpts. As a reader of anthologies, I feel frus
trated by abridgements. Unfortunately, this rule has meant having to pass 
over some of my favorite personal essays, such as A Room of One's Own 
and "A Sketch of the Past," by Virginia Woolf, and The Fire Next Time, 
by James Baldwin, which were too long for inclusion. Whenever possible, 
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however, I have included more than one selection by an essayist, to show 
how he or she handles different personae and structures. 

I have also favored writers who dedicated themselves substantially to 
the essay form. Great writers are usually great no matter what they turn 
their hands to, and I do not doubt it would have been possible to assem
ble a first-rate collection of personal essays by major novelists such as 
Dickens, Dostoevsky, George Eliot, James, Lawrence, Proust, Stendhal. 
But I have in the main shied away from this approach and gone with the 
self-proclaimed essayists. 

These principles constitute my reasons for consciously selecting and 
excluding certain writers. What of the gaps that have less to do with 
editorial taste than with what seems to be an objective dearth of materials? 
I have discovered that for different cultural reasons, not all peoples 
around the globe have been equally drawn to the personal essay. Histori
cally, Mricans, for instance, have had a strong oral folktale tradition, in 
which the storyteller conveys the group's collective wisdom rather than his 
or her own idiosyncratic meditation. Although autobiography has become 
important in Mrican literature over the past fifty years, the vast majority of 
essays written in the posrwar independence period have tended to be di
dactic or polemical. Given the serious task of developing a new Mrican 
literature in times of crisis, this preference for the public over the personal 
voice in essays is certainly understandable. 

In many countries and cultures, the "I" has been downplayed, either 
because of communal factors (Native Americans have viewed the tribe, 
not the self, as the key unit of identity) or ideological forces (in communist 
regimes, individualism is considered a reactionary, bourgeois concept) or 
spiritual traditions. The Arabist and Islamic scholars I have consulted have 
concurred that there is no tradition of personal essay writing as such in 
Arab literature. Most of the "I" sensibility tended to be expressed in 
poetry. The vast majority of prose from medieval Islam onward consisted 
of spiritual-philosophical treatises, whose authors naturally tried to assert 
an objective tone of authority on questions of religious interpretation; the 
last thing they wanted was to be subjectively personal. Even spiritual auto
biographies, such as Ghazzali's The Deliverer /rom Evi~ were rare, and 
these tended to shed vestiges of the personal as the successful mystic 
drowned the self in God. 

Particularly in religions with mystical traditions, in both East and West, 
where the surrender of the ego is seen as a paramount attainment, spiritual 
striving and the enterprise of the personal essay seem somewhat at cross
purposes. The spiritual meditations of Donne, Traherne, and Jeremy Tay
lor may have had a formal influence on the development of tpe personal 
essay, but they could never themselves be personal essays, because the "I" 
in them is so transitional. As Simone Well, a converted Catholic, put the 
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matter "The sin in me says 'I.' ... Humility consists in knowing that in 
what ~e call 'I' there is no source of energy by which we can rise. 
Perfect joy excludes even the very feeling of joy, for in the soul filled by 
the object no corner is left for saying 'I.' " The soul of the personal essay
ist, it would seem, neither expects nor receives perfect joy, and therefore 
retains plenty of room for saying "I." 

The sparse representation of women in the ranks of the personal essay
ists before this century. is not, I hope, a sexist.oversight but a reflection of 
the facts of the situation. The initial lack of rapport berween women writ
ers and the personal essay may be attributed to several factors. In En
gland, to give a typical example, professional women writers from Aphra 
Behn onward who supported themselves with their pens gravitated toward 
the more remunerative forms: novels, dramas, poetry. Their personal writ
ing tended to end up in diaries and letters. What essays they did write 
were usually impersonal or passionately polemical, such as Mary Woll
stonecraft's "A Vindication of the Rights of Women." There were no fe
male Hazlitts and Lambs. 

It may also be that belletrism was so saturated with the figure and 
mystique of the "man of letters" that women were dis~ouraged fr~m en
tering that particular arena. The personal essay, for alltts protestations of 
littleness and marginality, in fact leans on a tone of easy, gentlemanly, 
"natural" authority which comes from being in the world-the tone pre
cisely most difficult for women, especially those raised traditionally, to 
assert. There is perhaps in the very notion of the generalist amateur, com
fortably talking about anything and everything, a certain masculine arro
gance. Until recently, it was easier for women writers either to con:eal 
themselves behind their characters in novels and plays or to fight agamst 
the tyranny of men in polemical treatises than to adopt the light irony or 
immodestly confessional self-exposure of the personal essayist. 

Fortunately, the modern era has seen women writers adopting the essay 
form more and more, helping to revive it, transforming its concerns, and 
at times giving it a different sound. One has only to read Virginia Woolf or 
M. F. K. Fisher or Annie Dillard to realize how much more comfortable 
certain women essayists are than their male counterparts with sensuous 
description, dazzling lyricism, and a willingness to dilate the moment. 
However, women essayists such as Mary McCarthy, Hannah Arendt, 
and Adrienne Rich give no quarter when it comes to analytical tough
ness. 

The hardest job I have had was selecting personal essays written b.y my 
contemporaries. We are too close to the present to make accurate JUdg
ments about what will last or can comfortably stand with the masters of 
old. My apologies to the many essayists of today whom I fully intended to 
include but finally could not because of space limitations; I could have 
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easily filled another volume this size with intriguing personal essays from 
the past twenty years. Recent essay anthologies have, if anything, tended to 
be too preoccupied with the present moment and the glamour of rele
vance while neglecting the whole magnificent tradition that has informed 
the genre. As it was this neglect that I wanted most to rectify, I have 
concentrated on the historical grandeurs of the personal essay in this 
collection. 

It is customary to credit all those friends, colleagues, and relatives who 
contributed to the merits of a book and to exonerate them from its mis
takes and deficiencies. But why not blame the people whom I am about to 
list for not arguing more firmly against my prejudices? They should have 
saved me from myself. 

Seriously, I am deeply indebted to the following for their knowledge 
and tips: Bill Holm, Victor Mair, Michael Selz, Salma Jayyusi, Wendy 
Lesser, Richard Tristman, Marie Ponsot, Rachel Hadas, Michael Heller, 
Richard Howard, Bill Zavatsky, Maura Spiegel, Michael Millman, Vivian 
Gornick, Seymour Kleinberg, Wesley Brown, David Shapiro, Raymond 
Schindler, Richard Pena, Nora Sayre, Fran Kiernan, Mike Carson, Ange
line Goreau, Carol Ascher, Edward Said, Bob Pittenger, Herbert Kohl, 
Mikhael Iossel, Wendy Well. At Doubleday Anchor, my first editor, Sallye 
Leventhal, believed in the project and got it going; Martha Levin was both 
enthusiastic and very instrumental in publishing the book. My second, 
main editor, Charlie Conrad, has been a joy to work with-full of valuable 
inputs and common sense. I am deeply indebted to my old friend and 
partner at Teachers & Writers Collaborative, Ron Padgett, who has helped 
me take what was a vague idea for a project and see it through all its 
complicated stages. Finally, my wife, Cheryl Cipriani, I thank for being, 
and more specifically for being my companion, adviser, salvation, and 
solace. 
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